
  
Hope Wentz Announces Wild EP Release 

  
Listen // Watch // Website 

  
A World of WILD Love 

  
Our world has never felt more fragmented by fear, disease, hatred, and injustice. WILD is a pop album breathing color 
and courage on those feeling wilted and weak. The album was inspired by Hope’s personal battles through insecurity, 

anxiety, and health issues. Wild’s upbeat and honest anthems ignite bravery despite heartache. WILD empowers others to 
love courageously and believe in the impossible.  

  
WILD involves a unique array of musical textures, including the 80’s electric-pop sounds of “STARS” and elegantly raw 
symphony in “Home”. This project features magnetic melodies such as “Fragmented” and choral vocals on “In the Dark”. 

Produced by David Sposato, this project carries a clean, yet vulnerable sound.  
  

Bio 

Hope Wentz is a pop singer/songwriter, local to the DFW Metroplex. She's also the owner of HeART of Hope, LLC and a 
board-certified music therapist, serving children with special needs. Hope carries a zeal for child-likeness, endurance, and 

authenticity. Her songs offer a disarming nature in their honest anthems, heartfelt tones, and encouraging words. 

Drawing from the lyrical depth and upbeat rhythms of bands like Coldplay, along with the wide vocal range of Kelly 
Clarkson, Hope loves to "wordsmith" songs that offer an artistic challenge. More than singing and artistry, Hope loves 
people. She believes in creating music that serves others with compassion, courage, and a WILD love. When she isn't 
working, you may find her journaling along with a cup of hot tea, exploring a new place, or playing Phase 10 with her 

friends. 

Endorsements 

“Hope has a way of including you on the journey of her songs! When you listen to her songs, you feel as if she’s right in 
front of you singing her heart out with that amazing smile of hers!” 

- Jono Jacobs 
 

“Hope’s new music is breathtaking, I enjoy listening to her new song ‘Home’ any time I have a long drive or a long walk. 
Some of the best songwriting I’ve heard in a while and the mix is incredible.” 

- Joseph Neville (local hero) 
 

“Hope’s music perfectly encompasses her passion for Jesus (and people knowing Him) in a fun loving, authentic, and 
honest way.” 

- Amanda Visser 
  

Please contact hopewentz@gmail.com for interviews, bookings and further info. 
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